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MarketWeatherEdge™ is an exciting, innovative and interactive local-to-global weather
risk program that combines in-depth weather analysis with agricultural commodity
market intelligence and strategies. This cutting-edge tool combines important
intelligence from two highly regarded sources:

•
•

Brock Associates, America’s trusted provider of the resources and solutions to
make confident marketing decisions.
Advanced Forecasting Corporation, a leader in global weather threat predictions
and planetary risk management.

As a MarketWeatherEdge™ subscriber, you are:

•
•
•

Empowered to read weather maps, understand meteorological risks and
opportunities at the local to global level and gain insight beyond that which is
being talked about in the news.

Informed about immediate concerns across the globe as well as factors that can
influence your long-range planning.
Advised of expected weather-based impacts on the supply and demand of
grains, energies, meats and softs for different areas of the world based upon
large-scale climate anomalies.

Bottom line: This weather intelligence will help you make more informed business
decisions that can give you a “market edge.”
While Brock Associates and Advanced Forecasting Corporation strive to make the information available via MarketWeatherEdge as timely and
accurate as possible, we make no claims, promises or guarantees about the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of MarketWeatherEdge content
and expressly disclaim liability for errors and omissions in any contents provided and for decisions made regarding information provided.
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Online Weather Risk Platform: 24/7 videos, interactive forecasts, local
to global maps, etc.







Weekly Weather Briefing: Late-week audio and PowerPoint forecasts
summarizing the next two weeks USA to global. Up to 15 min. of important
information.







Weekly Weather “SWOT” Analysis: Early Monday in-depth recording
detailing short-term to long-range USA to global risks & likely impacts. Up to
30 min., with expanded explanations.





Monthly Live Video Webinars: Live video stream highlighting USA to global 
weather topics and maps, plus a detailed Q&A with participants. Up to 60 min.,
1st Monday of the month.





You decide the subscription level that best fits your needs:

Monthly Weather-Biased Global Commodity Predictions: Monthly
and seasonal commodity forecast charts, plus “Top 10” projection impacts.*
Report delivery and recording 1st Monday of each month.



Meteorological Advisor: Personalized communication via email to discuss your
weather issues. Email a question and you’ll receive a prompt response.



*90% of weather-related commodity impacts come from the Top 10% most dramatic weather events.

$27/month $77/month $397/month

To learn more about MarketWeatherEdge, go online
to www.brockreport.com or call Brock Associates today: 800-558-3431.

